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ABSTRACT:Credit card frauds transactions are becoming more frequent day by day and it is becoming more difficult for humans to analyse fraudulent
transactions by analysing transaction hence it has become necessary for humans to develop an intelligent system to determine fraudulent transactions.
The technique we applied to determine fraudulent transactions are anomaly detection (Outlier detection).
Several intelligent algorithms can be used in this context for anomaly detection (outlier detection), In this paper we implemented Decision Tree algorithm,
Random Forest and Neural Networks to determine which algorithm is best fit in terms of time taken and accuracy. We were able to formulate results of
284,407 transactions over a period of two days in September 2013. We were able to identify that three models are almost equal when it comes to
accuracy but random forest is more precise.
Index Terms:Anomaly Detection, Credit Fraud Detection, Outlier Detection, Financial Analytics

————————————————————

1 INTRODUCTION
Fraud detection in any sector is extremely important in any
sector to prevent crimes, hence it becomes a viable option to
make machines perform this tedious and complicated task of
fraud detection over humans, This methodology of using
machines to determine fraudulent transactions can be applied
in many sectors like stock market, Credit card transactions,
mobile conversations, balance sheets etc in this paper we
were able to apply intelligent algorithms to determine
fraudulent transactions in credit card transaction data. If you
wish to apply this technology in real life scenario it becomes
very important that the technique is both time efficient and is
accurate so that nor customers neither officers get false
predictions hence we analysed and compared three different
techniques to determine the suitability. The technique which
we used to determine fraudulent transactions from given
transaction data is anomaly detection (Outlier detection) this
uses intelligent algorithms to determine the anomaly data from
given data set. The intelligent algorithms initially take the given
dataset and train the model so as to predict the anomaly data
from dataset, Our dataset is highly unbalanced with very less
fraudulent transactions and more valid ones hence before
applying any technique is important to perform either under
sampling and over sampling on data to make extrapolating
the data easier. It is also important to determine the relation
between various components in the dataset for which
correlation matrix can be applied which can be plotted on a
heatmap. We also have labels present in dataset which can be
helpful to determine the validity of transaction and hence can
be used for supervised learning, We can also remove the
labels and use unsupervised learning on the given data set, to
get the sense of dataset we performed various data
visualization methods like bar graph, heatmap, line graph etc.
For unsupervised learning we used Decision Tree technique
and Random Forest, in both techniques we performed data
pre-processing in initial stages and performed data
visualization to gather the sense of data and in the end
generated classification report to determine the efficiency of
the technique. For supervised learning we initially applied data
visualization like histogram to gather the sense of data and
later applied under sampling in the data pre-processing and
line graph, confusion matrix and f1 score to determine the
efficiency of the technique. We also used other parameters
like number of false positives, false negatives, true positives,
true negatives correlation matrix ,f1 score to determine the
accuracy of the technique. Ginny Y. Wong et al. [1] predicted
protein-ligand Binding Site by making use of Support Vector

Machines. Chao Wang et al. [2] made use of Improved
Random Forest algorithm to classify the Network traffic. Ana
Erika Camargo Cruz et al. [3] made use of regression models
to predict faulty codes in software projects. Surya Teja Marella
et al.[4] gave analysis of improving data centers by concept of
virtualization. Gunasekhar.T et al. [5] provided systematic
analysis od load balancing algorithms in cloud computing.
Paul.A et al. [6] proposed improved version of random forest
algorithm. Zhang.X et al. [7] applied SVM and least square
vector machine to predict freight volume. Liu.Y et al. [8]
applied logistic regression to predict telecom customer churn
data. Vatrapu.R et al.[9] proposed set theory approach for big
data analytics. Rind.A et al.[10] proposed visual library for time
oriented data. Jabbar.S et al [11] proposed a methodology of
real time data fusion for localized big data analytics. Huang.Z
et al.[12] applied schema theory data engineering for Big Data
Analytics. Lepenioti.K et al.[13] proposed a literature review of
predictive analysis. Liang.T et al. [14] proposed a bibliometric
study of B.I and big data analytics. Seng J.K.P et al. [15]
proposed SC-LDA for integration towards decision analytics.
Herbrich et al. [16] proposed true skill a new rating
mechanism. Solo.A.M et al.[17] proposed an overview of new
interdisciplinary field of Political engineering and computational
politics. Qin-Zhang et al.[18] proposed a new modelling and
simulation of politics in crisis. Marsland.S et al. [19] proposed
an algorithmic perspective of machine learning. Polson.N.G et
al. [20] proposed Deep learning as baysian perspective.
Haykin.S.S et al. [21] proposed neural network and learning
machines. LeCun.Y et al. [22] proposed deep learning.
Bengio.Y et al. [23] proposed deep learning architectures.
Mahadevan.S et al. [24] proposed probability and reliability of
statistical methods in engineering designs. Oberkamph.W.L et
al. [25] proposed Verification, validation and predictive
capability in computational engineering and physics.

2 PROBLEM DEFINITION
Minimizing the number of false positives and false negatives
while dealing with any predictive system is absolute necessity.
Hence, It becomes evident that human judgement can be
prone to errors in this regards several of the predicting
systems are currently being replaced by intelligent algorithms
as we observe through our analysis intelligent algorithms are
efficient in performing laborious tasks and are less prone to
errors hence it is important for us to design these systems
which correctly utilizes these intelligent algorithms to minimize
false predictions. In this context we took up task of making
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machines predict the fraudulent transactions in credit card
data as we know that the percentage of fraudulent
transactions when compared to valid ones is very low,
Therefore it becomes a challenging task for system to predict
these low number of fraudulent transactions. The task of
predicting such data values from the given data set is called
Outlier Detection(Anomaly Detection), We can use several
kinds of intelligent algorithms in this respect to predict the
outliers in the given data. We have used three different
intelligent algorithms to predict fraudulent data from the given
data set two are unsupervised in nature(Random Forest and
Random Decision Tree) and one Unsupervised(Neural
Networks). The system initially gathers the sense of data and
then uses these methodologies to predict fraudulent
transactions. We have also presented a comprehensive
analysis of using each algorithm and compared them with
each other on accuracy basis.
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We used Histogram plots, correlation matrix and heat map to
better understand the data.

3 HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
REQUIREMENTS
Requirements are the minimal configurations of a device and
softwares required for the model to work properly and
efficiently. Hardware requirements include system
configurations and hardware required for the model and
software requirements include Operating Systems and
applications required to build the model.
3.1 Hardware requirements
Graphics Processing Unit (GPU). Intel Core i3 processor or
above.
3.2 Software requirements
Windows 7 or above / Linux. Python 2.7 or above.Jupyter
Notebook.

4

Figure:1.1
Depicts the histogram of each parameter

ACTUAL WORKING OF OUTLIER PROCESS

Any data analytics project follows these steps in order to do
the task of Predictions: Data Collection Gather the Sense of
Data Clean the Data Improve your Data to make accurate
Predictions Explore the Data using visualizations Using
Intelligent algorithms to start predicting your target In context
to our project Data Collection: In this process we were able to
perform the task of data collections by using the data set from
open source which consists of data values of 284,407
transaction in United Kingdom in two days of September 2013.
Gathering the Sense of Data: PCA has been applied to the
data components to hide the identity of user we were also able
to observe that the transaction amount has been recorded and
class has been added to assist in supervised learning and
result analysis, we were also able to observe that the data set
was highly imbalanced with only 0.172% of fraudulent
transactions. Columns in the data set: Index(['Time', 'V1',
'V2', 'V3', 'V4', 'V5', 'V6', 'V7', 'V8', 'V9', 'V10', 'V11', 'V12',
'V13', 'V14', 'V15', 'V16', 'V17', 'V18', 'V19', 'V20', 'V21', 'V22',
'V23', 'V24', 'V25', 'V26', 'V27', 'V28', 'Amount', 'Class'],
dtype='object') Clean the Data: As there is no missing data
there in no need of this step.Improve your data to make
accurate predictions: As our data is highly imbalanced we
used sampling to highlight the features in the data set. We
performed under sampling with ratio of 1.

Figure: 1.2
Depicts correlation with class

Exploring the data using visualizations:
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Figure:2.1.2
Depicts the characteristics of model after performing the
training It can be observed that we limited the maximum leaf
nodes to 100.

Figure:2.1.3

Figure: 1.3
Depicts Heatmap to understand correlation between
different parameters
USING INTELLIGENT ALGORITHMS TO START
PREDICTING YOUR TARGET:
In this project we decided to use three different algorithms to
aid the task of outlier detection: Decision Tree: It is
classification technique which utilizes tree like data structure to
classify the target as it involves classification it can be
categorized into supervised learning. It works on both
categorical data and continuous input, it is also able to deal
with non linear data. It works similarly to any classification
where the model is already trained to tell where the new input
data should be sent based on past data, it also utilizes the
concept of hierarchy present in any tree structure to make the
problem look more easer and act efficiently. There are two
types of decision trees continuous ones and categorical ones
in this technique we will be using categorical decision trees. In
this technique by utilizing decision tree we will be able to
predict any fraudulent data present in the credit card
transactions data it utilizes training mechanism to initially train
the model and next we perform the task of predicting the
outliers present in the given dataset. Output:

Depicts several statistical performance indicators for Decision
trees It can be observed that the model is accurate enough to
predict fraudulent transaction but precision and recall are the
areas of concern, which can be explained by looking at the
graph below.

Figure:2.1.4
Depicts a comparative curve of precision vs The Recall
While Precision can be defined as the ratio true positives from
predicted ones, Recall is the actual performance of model it is
verified data with respect to true data and ration of 0.7891 is
not at all appealing this can be said in simpler terms that out of
every hundred fraudulent cases detected there are about 21
which are not actually fraud, This can be explained by
observing the confusion matrix depicted below.

Figure:2.1.1
Depicts that we have performed training of our model
It can be observed that it took almost 4 seconds to train the
model.
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It can be observed that CPU ran for about 8 and half minutes
to train random forest of decision trees.

Figure:2.2.2
Depicts the status of training the random forest algorithm
Figure:2.1.5
Depicts the overall performance by using random forest.
The top left depicts true negatives i.e. not fraud depicted as
not fraud. The top right depicts False Positives i.e. not fraud as
fraud.(discussed earlier) The bottom left depicts False
negatives i.e. fraud as not fraud. The bottom right depicts True
positives i.e. fraud as fraud Overall we were able to access
that system got fooled few times also over estimated few
times. To understand clearly we shall observe a line plot
between true positives and false positives.
Figure:2.2.3
Depicts several statistical performance indicators for
Random forest
It can be observed that the model is accurate enough to
predict fraudulent transaction but precision and recall are the
areas of concern, which can be explained by looking at the
graph below.

Figure:2.1.6
Depicts the comparative line graph between true and false
positives
Random Forest Algorithm:
It works similar to that of a decision tree except we have
several random decision trees working together to predict the
outlier present in our data. In this technique we shall be using
300 decision trees together.

.
Figure:2.2.4
Depicts precision/ Recall curve for Random forest
algorithm

Figure:2.2.1
Depicts the total cpu usage time to train the model
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Figure:2.3.1
Depicts training status of neural network technique

Figure:2.2
Depicts the confusion matrix for Random forest
algorithm
The top left depicts true negatives i.e. not fraud depicted as
not fraud. The top right depicts False Positives i.e. not fraud as
fraud.(discussed earlier) The bottom left depicts False
negatives i.e. fraud as not fraud. The bottom right depicts True
positives i.e. fraud as fraud. Overall we were able to access
that system got fooled few times also over estimated few
times.

Figure:2.3.2
Depicts the model after training
Figure:2.2.6
Depicts ratio for True positives vs False positives
Neural Network Algorithm:
It works in the similar format of a neural net instead we have
computer simuated neural networks working to solve the given
problem, In this case outlier detection.

Figure:2.3.3
Depicts several statistical performance indicators for
neural network
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This shows that the neural network technique is quite accurate
and precise but has recall, further explanation is represented
in the graph below.

Figure:2.3.4
This graph depicts the ratio of precision vs recall.

Figure:2.3.5
This graph depicts the ratio between true positives vs
false positives

5 RESULTS AND INFERENCES
The dataset is pre-processed and the model is trained and
tested. To calculate the results, and accuracy, we implement
four accuracy scores. 1. Precision: The precision is the ratio T
/ (TP+FP) where TP is the number of true positives and FP the
number of false positives. The precision is intuitively the ability
of the classifier not to label as positive a sample that is
negative. 2. Recall: The recall is the ratio TP/
(TP+FN) where TP is the number of true positives and FN the
number of false negatives. The recall is intuitively the ability of
the classifier to find all the positive samples. 3. F1-Score: The
F-beta score can be interpreted as a weighted harmonic mean
of the precision and recall, where an F-beta score reaches its
best value at 1 and worst score at 0. 4. Support: The support
is the number of occurrences of each class in out puts that are
true.
Result Analysis:

Figure:2.3.5
The top left depicts true negatives i.e. not fraud depicted as
not fraud. The top right depicts False Positives i.e. not fraud as
fraud.(discussed earlier) The bottom left depicts False
negatives i.e. fraud as not fraud. The bottom right depicts True
positives i.e. fraud as fraud. Overall we were able to access
that system got fooled few times also over estimated few times

Figure:3.1.1
Comparison of various statistical indicators for various
techniques
We are able to observe that random forest is most precise and
accurate technique among all the techniques but it almost
takes a lot of time to train the model in random forest
algorithm, neural network is next best technique and is very
time efficient, decision tree is least accurate and precise and
takes less time than random forest but more time than
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implementing through neural network.

Figure:3.1.2
ROC Curve for various intelligent techniques
We were able to observe that neural network has least false
positives while decision tree has most false positive, But
neural network is least efficient in determining fraudulent
transactions.

6 CONCLUSION
We tried to solve the problem of identifying fraudulent
transaction using outlier detection which can be implemented
using several machine learning algorithms. In this project we
implemented outlier detection using Decision trees, Random
Forest, Neural Network techniques. By observing accuracy
reports and several statistical visualizations we were able to
conclude that decision trees is least accurate while Random
Forest has highest accuracy but is least time efficient, In terms
of time efficiency and computational resource utilization the
neural network is best algorithm.
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